
 

                                           Hutch ELD Log Event’s Description 
 

ON DUTY (ON)- All time from when a driver begins to work or is required to be in readiness to work until the 
driver is relieved from work and all responsibility for performing work. 
 
OFF DUTY (OFF)-Off Duty time is any time not spent on-duty, driving, or in the sleeper berth. 
 
SLEEPER BERTH (SB)-Sleeper Berth Time is any amount of time spent inside the sleeper berth (e.g., resting 
or sleeping).The simple definition is an area separate from (usually immediately behind) the driving controls that 
includes a bed. The rules do not explicitly require that a driver must sleep, only that a driver must take a period 
of "rest" within the sleeper berth or off-duty (i.e., home).  
 
DRIVING (D)-Driving Time is all time spent at the driving controls of a CMV. 
 
YARD MOVE (YM)- Yard move is designed for those moments when you’re moving your truck, but you’re not 
really "driving". An example of this is when you’ve been asked to move a few metres in a parking lot or you’re 
picking up a load and you need to get a bit closer to the loading dock. When you use the yard move feature, you 
will still be logged as on-duty. However, the time you spend in yard move will not cut into your available drive 
time. 
 
PERSONAL CONVEYANCE (PC)- Personal conveyance is when you use your truck for personal transport. For 
example: when you’re finished work for the day (so, off-duty) and you drive your truck home. 
 
(ILC) Intermediate Log with Location Precision- This Log will come only when the driver is in driving mode. 
This record will be added into logs after every One Hour automatically .  
 
(EU) Engine UP- Whenever the CMV engine is started this log will be added automatically.  
 
(ED) Engine Down- Whenever the CMV is switched off or engine is shut down  this log will be added 
automatically.  
 
(CLR) Clear-If you use the Hutch ELD in PC/YM then this record will be added automatically once you have 
completed the PC/YM mode. 
 
(CR) Certify-This Log will Be added If you have certified the Daily Log. All logs from previous day will have this 
log event if you have certified the previous logs. 
 
IN- Once Driver login into the application this event will be added automatically.  
 
OUT- Once Driver Log Out into the application this event will be added automatically.  

 
 
 


